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CAVEMAN'S BAYOU The Cursed Haven of the Creole - The largest native American village in the New
World has been a hive of evil for hundreds of years. A hero will rise to defeat the city’s dreadful
curse. Hippocratic Oath - In order to fully understand the lore and craft of the game, the player is
tasked to read this short text. The Hippocratic Oath is only available after completing Old Doctors
Cave. As a non-player character, you will be aided by a local doctor, Marshall Gerald, who knows the
town well. A dark chapter in the city's history will be brought to light through historical news articles,
personal letters and the journal of old doctor, Matt. The city's infamous curse stems from the ancient
Buyano Indians, who cursed the city to unspeakable evil. A legion of evil spirits now roam the
streets, amongst the ruins of the forgotten civilization. A whole community of ghouls, mummies,
zombies and all manners of devil-worshippers await your arrival! Key Features: New Characters to
Meet - The player can befriend Marshall Gerald, the town doctor, Matthew the Ancient Doc and Teh
Aba Bear. New Buildings - There are four new buildings to construct, including Marshall Gerald's
home, a zombie infested farm, a home for Matthew the Ancient Doc and a building with a monstrous
creature inside. New Artifacts to Find - An ancient canoe, a classical tome and a microscope are
some of the new items the player can find in this new DLC. New Perks - A boat, multiple guns and a
new voice set will allow players to further alter their playstyle. New Netherworlds - Players can
explore the abandoned city of Bayou Cajun, which serves as a stage for many of the game’s new
creatures and monsters. The Cursed Haven of the Creole DLC is now available on Uplay and Steam.
All game assets are unlockable in-game. You can read more information about the DLC at Or if you're
looking to order the full game, check out the official Littlerpg website at Key Features: New
Characters to Meet - The player can befriend Marshall Gerald, the town doctor, Matthew the Ancient
Doc and Teh Aba

TITAN HUNTER - Halloween Features Key:
Grenade Planets - Inspired from grenades, of course, this new stage has 15 pieces of "Hell" every
stage has its own character. Each of these 14 planets is infested by a minion bug. The final planet is
also here.
Combine Effect - Equip your Grenade, you will be able to collect the items from the stage.

Enemy Undead Undead get-up from the previous stage, the Alien's defence unit will be now armed
with weapons of fire. Your goal is to collect the remaining treasures on every planets of this stage.
You will be completing the quest soon, together with Gevlon.

This is free for all Android users.

Requirements:

Android 2.1 or up
4GB RAM or more
1.5GB of available space
1024 x 600 Screen resolution or higher
HTC Sense
ITUNES App
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GCS connection
Network connection
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